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About This Game
Finally, a starship combat game worthy of the name Star Trek.
Star Trek: Starfleet Command puts you in the captain’s chair for an amazing real-time space combat experience.
Pledge your allegiance to the United Federation of Planets, the Klingon Empire, the Romulan Star Empire, the Hydran
Kingdom, the Gorn Confederation or the Lyran Star Empire.
Every good tactician knows there's a fine balance between speed and raw power. Choose from four classes of ships and over 50
3-D rendered hull designs.
Experience a 30-year campaign that takes you from Lieutenant Commander of a Frigate to a Rear Admiral in control of a task
force including Destroyers, Heavy Cruisers and Dreadnoughts.
Multi-function display panels offer instant access to critical systems: Sensors, Weapons, Shields, Transporters, Marines, Mines,
Engineering, Science and Energy Management.
Challenge yourself with dozens of unique missions created by the Dynaverse engine or re-enact classic scenarios from the
Original Series.
Numerous multi-player options include “Pass the Tribble” and cooperative Starbase Assault with up to six players. Or go headto-head over various network connections.
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Undemanding little puzzle game good for playing in a spare moment
63\/100

. A cute, kid-friendly visual novel!
Kitten Adventures in City Park is a very short game. It is about a kitten helping own his owner by finding all her lost items.
The graphics are very cute, and resemble a story book made by a child. The hand-drawn style of the illustrations makes each
part of the map stand out, making it easy to understand where you are. I really liked how dynamic kitten was. He never looked
pasted onto a map, he always fit into the illustration doing something new each time.
The only issue I have with this is kitten's constant talking. Kitten repeating everything the player clicks on is a bit annoying, and
the game is easy enough to figure out without that.
While it is not the deepest game, or the best visual novel you'll ever play, Kitten Adventures is a short and sweet game that's cute
and enjoyable. That being said, it'll be more fun for a younger demographic.. possibly the greatest game to have ever been
created, Worms Ultimate Mayhem takes the worms universe and completely flips it on its head with new mechanics and
revolutionary game changing inovations, if you like smoking wheat and watching anime this game is for you. The games are
enjoyable to play. Brings back some good memories. However, KQ 7, the princess bride would not play. The patch updates I
downloaded did not help. If the it states that the game is able to play on XP, Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 8, then it
SHOULD.. quot;The most fun slingin' boxcars I've ever had." - Oscar (Confirmed Hobo)
This game, It's amazing community (on Steam), and its developers devotion to gaming and train lore, have triple-handedly
reignited my love of all things train. Construct elaborate track systems to overcome devious logistics puzzles. The level editor is
actually simple to use allowing easy level development. FUN.. I've played all the Myst games multiple times and just got around
to completing this one. What took me so long? Well, I was pretty apprehensive. Hardcore fans of the series tend to dismiss this
game, but my apprehension was misplaced as I thoroughly enjoyed this.
Pros:
-Very clever puzzles
-Gorgeous Zones
-Amazing Atmosphere
-Puzzles are incredibly rewarding
-Creative story, interesting characters
-Multiple endings
Cons:
-Cheesy (Less than 4 but moreso than 3)
-Not super difficult, about on par with Exile
-Tablet mechanics can be buggy/frustrating/annoying
-Acceptable but otherwise unmemorable soundtrack (whereas the other games have stellar soundtracks)
-Quite short (ties into the difficulty)
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Most puzzles here are very fair and some are downright brilliant (Parts of Noloben and all of Todelmer and Laki'ahn), but as
mentioned eariler the new tablet mechanic can be quite confusing and clumsy. However, this game is still definitely worth your
time if you are a fan of the Myst series. If you're new to the series, I'd suggest any of the other entries before this one, but it's
definitely a solid entry to the series.. It's a nice solo-RTS game with a great work on each scenario of the campaign. Once you
setup your economy (growing fruits, feeding animals and selling them), there are various ways to achieve every objective, by
using your special powers or sending a formation of soldiers.
Every aspect of the game stays simple. Don't expect a huge technology tree, just a few options. The same goes for creatures and
units. But everything works together and provide a good experience.
On the other hand, the special powers got quite a lot of work, so you will be able to put monsters in a cage waiting to be killed,
or expulse them from the islands with an explosion.
I really enjoy how each scenario is completely different from the others, and I'm glad to discover new ways to use the gameplay
even towards the end of the game.
On the bad side, there is no save option mid game, so you will have to play several hours straight to complete each scenario (the
game saves at the end of each scenario, and let you replay any previously completed scenario).
The overall pacing of the game is slow, but if you liked playing a Starcraft or Age of Empire map all by yourself, you will enjoy
it.
Conclusion
Despite several crucial problems, I consider that this game is a true hidden gem so I recommend it.. Brilliant game, conistent
and enjoyable as always!. Rating 7.5/10
Overview: Isometric Stealth
The Good:
+ Great art style
+25 levels, each level has 2 stages
+ 3 playable character each with their own objectives and play style per level
+ The game does a good job visually presenting all dangers to you i.e enemy visions, lasers, camera etc.
+ Each level has a ‘par time’ for replay ability
+ Great soundtrack that fits the atmosphere and art style
The Average:
If you are not interested in getting achievements, the game can be pretty short, if you are interested in achievements, the game
can be pretty repetitive.
Frustration can set in quick with this game as luck plays a big role in determining how fast and good you can complete levels.
Enemy guard movement can be sporadic, its difficult to know which way they are going to go. On the one hand, it makes the
game interesting and forces you to really rely on patience and timing, on the other hand, having a guard turn in the wrong
direction, spotting you at the very last second just when you were about to exit the level can be rage inducing.
Conclusion:
The Marvelous Miss Take is a fun little isometric stealth game that seems to have gone over looked in the steam community.
The premise of the game is easy enough to understand and so you can jump right into the game. It’s a fun game in short bursts.
Check this game out if you are a fan of the genre.
. Price paid: $20 for sorcery 1-4
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Worth it, can be played multiple times but you'll probably run into a lot of similar stuff.
So, normally I hate these kind of things where there's next to no action, but this game.... They did it right...
It's actually way more interactive than most of these kinds of things and it has a sense of humor.

Wanna inhale water? Go ahead. You'll die, but you pretty much will just rewind.
Rewind it a bit abusable but if you have self control you'll only use it if you die or accidentally click the wrong box.
idk what else to write, but I highly reccomend this game.
Also Swindlestones takes way more skill than Hearthstone
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It feels a bit weird not recommending a game I've put so many hours into. If you just want to pour a bunch of relatively mindless
hours into a game, with maybe two or three periods of "OMG I'm never going to beat this particular monster," Gyromancer
might be for you. However, it has some serious weaknesses.
Its main problem is that it's badly designed. When I first started playing, it was incredibly difficult. It seems like the enemy
beasts were way overpowered, and I struggled to live long enough to gain the experience points necessary to level up. After a bit
of grinding, the game became much easier. Because I'd tried playing Gyromancer a few years back, I knew that grinding was a
very important, so I spent some time getting each stage's in-game achievements (there are no Steam achievements) before
moving on. This leveled me up enough that, usually, the next stage didn't instantly kick my butt. So far so good.
Then came the later levels. One of them changed the game mechanics so that "idle twists," gem twists that didn't immediately
accomplish anything, penalized you. I hated this change but it became less of an issue after I leveled up some more - the higher
your beast's level compared to the enemy beast, the safer it is to do an idle twist or two. Sometimes I'd do those on purpose,
because I couldn't make any other moves or because I wanted to use an attack gem, and sometimes they happened by accident,
because it was super easy to accidentally twist gems that I didn't want to twist. Judging by other reviews, I'm not the only one
who had this problem. I had similar issues with moving across the stage maps - my game character sometimes went in directions
I didn't intend.
One of the later levels included a sudden jump in the enemy beasts' levels. There my beasts were, only at level 30, suddenly
attempting to beat level 50+ enemies. After a lot of grinding, I leveled myself up enough to handle them and figured that things
would just get harder from there. I thought the next stage might have level 60 or 70+ beasts. It turns out that level 70 is the max,
most of the enemies from that point on were level 30-45, and by leveling myself up to handle level 50+ enemies with ease I'd
made the rest of the game, for the most part, too easy. The biggest challenge I had was dealing with a few enemies that could
change the direction of my twists (very annoying) and the puzzles I needed to beat in order to collect all the beasts. I looked up
solutions for two of those puzzles, the Match 6 and Match 7, because there's no way I'd ever have managed those on my own even knowing what I had to do, it took a lot of work to get the right colored stones into the right places.
I've now finished all the main stages (the story was very boring, awkward, and badly written fantasy), accomplished the
achievements for most of the levels (I've decided that some just aren't worth the time and annoyance), and I think unlocked all
the beasts. I'm as leveled up as I can get. I'm not 100% done with the game, but the few things left to do don't particularly appeal
to me. After all those hours put in, the end just feels very "meh."
Pros:
+ A good time waster, once you've leveled up enough that the enemy beasts can't kill you in two or three moves.
+ It's fun to collect new beasts you can add to your arsenal.
+ Trying out the different beasts is fun. I had particular favorites, like the bird-based ones, the spider, and the Motu (the only
favorite whose name I can remember). I worked hard for that Motu, and its abilities were worth it.
+ Decent artwork.
Cons:
- Cheesy music.
- Badly written and utterly boring story. Also, I was a bit annoyed that the main character, a dude, was great at everything, while
his female traveling companion seemed useless and kept either dying or offering her life so that someone else could live.
- The game mechanic where idle twists increased your chance of having enemy gems added to your board and made the enemy
gems count down faster was very annoying. I also hated the (thankfully very few) enemy beasts that could change the direction
of your gem twists. It was hard to get my brain used to the new direction.
- Accidental idle twists are really easy to do, which makes the game mechanic where you get punished for them even more
annoying.
- Enemy difficulty was, after a certain point, badly planned. The game threw very high level enemies at players at a relatively
early point (still several stages to go). I leveled up in response, only to encounter almost nothing but weaker enemies (lower level
than the enemies that inspired me to level up) for the rest of the game.
- Some of the beasts in the beast roster seemed to be designed more for the computer to use against you than for you, a human,
to use. For example, the gnat-based beasts had special abilities that were so annoying to use that they seemed to count more as
handicaps.. Ready for some CRIMES? We'll we're doing some anyway. Today we get to meet an artiste and Jasper? Wolverine?
Uhhh... It'll be awesome anyway!
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Spoilers ahead;
Start of the night and we get some info on our dreams of exploring the world and how they're coming true here, it's not on our
world but it's a world and we're learning tons!
So.. Uhhh.. Fourteenth friend Remele! (I already had to recount) Nicer part of town again with a bunch of indie-culture going
on. That's nice, except we've already learnt that highbloods steal a lot of this stuff from lowbloods so.. Still can't read but hey
this placard looks like it says free food inside! Nice how that's a universal constant. Ooo we caught opening night! There's
festive decorations and score drinks and snacks! Wait is that Marvus? He wasn't supposed to be here already was he? No wait
that's an easter egg by the background artist, nice! Tangential to that, there's lots of clowns here. Fair enough of Remele, we're
not here for the art and we have no money so that's better to just shoo out right away. But you know what maybe we can just
flatter our way out of this! All the drink is Faygo. At least the snacks are of good quality. This route is about Remele but we get
some clown info that'll be useful! Let's see; Clowns love art, especially if it's violent or religious, and although Remele isn't the
one to tell us we've already heard about the clown murder cult, wonder who told us? Pfff, it's still funny how she's (probably)
scamming the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 out Zebruh. And she has a webcomic, cool! We get to hear no more of it though. A
random Journo appeared! This troll gets a text box but isn't pictured or mentioned outside of this route. Still cool to have some
random trolls show up like this. Alternia Nightly is apparently some form of magazine that exist. Aggresive ribbion swings,
never knew I needed to see that before now. More worldbuilding, Trident Media. I'm guessing that's something the heiress is
running? Oh\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Remele's in hot legal water with Tagora! Might not be good to mention
those particular friends to eachother. Also, unsurprisingly, Alternia barely has any copyright protections. Remele also knows
fully well that she's copying off their stuff, she also doesn't give two \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s about it. She's also in trouble
with the museum across the street. Note; Remele claims to not be a theif or a hack.
This is another time when you get 3 sets of choices except this one is a reference and it doesn't matter which one you pick they
all give you the same thing, but it's a really cool idea! We're now the accomplice to yet more illegal things, well to be illegal
things. Remele grabs her bag and off we go. Sweet an improvised bandanna! Now we both look (slightly on MCs part) like
pirates! Dunno if heist movies on Alternia are just that accurate but Remele seems really good at all this for her first try. Or
maybe it's just leftover luck from Ol' Mindfang blessing the most confident of ceruleans eternally? From what I remember that's
how it was working out for Vriska anyway. Except that would just be silly wouldn't it? Remele "isn't that tall for a troll" so she's
about average? Apparently whoever set the alarm wasn't counting on someone small coming through. Or someone hornless.
Can't read which buttons to push but Remele describes them, and I still can't figure out which it is, somehow she knows what
the code is? And here we go again jinxing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 More trolls in cop uniforms, I guess more
security uniforms, these seem lowerblooded to the ones that showed up in Amisia's route. Still don't know if I should buy that
this is Remele's first time trying this.. Also she might possibly have some psychic powers? I don't know if they're that common,
I don't think Elwurd had any or at least she didn't try to read our mind.
So diffrent tactics but wait. That purpleblood walking to Remele's gallery seems familiar..
Oh\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that's the guy from the apartment we broke into with Polypa! That was his
apartment and not the rustie he was with? This guy also gets a textbox named "Purple" I guess that's his name now. Wonder if
both of those are just what MC came up with? Fair enough Remele, dunno who would stand up to a purple for someone you just
met. Another clown fact; their size doesn't hinder them at all... Apparently we've had third grade karate lessons. REMELE TO
THE RESCUE! Oh\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665this guy is though.. I don't think MC gets the point of having blood
named after colors because they refer to the purplebloods blood as violet. Man Remele's strong as heck! More info about how
higherblooded trolls get progressively thougher to kill. And surprise mention of Amisia. Apparently Remele's never killed
anyone before, that one I can buy. Not surprised that someone dying on opening night is a good thing here. Intresting, Remele
says that we can lie low at her place for a few days while we plan the heist but in a later volume it's said that we only know what
Remele's place look like from pictures she's posted... The only way to befriend art creators on Alternia is becoming their muse. I
guess we just ran off once the drones cleared out so we wouldn't risk losing more blood to art?
Anyway onward to our fifteenth friend Konyyl, think I might have to put most of hers in a comment.. These friendsims are just
getting longer and more involved as we go! It's great <3 I think I need to get it out of the way first but I don't think she's Jasper
(SU), her quirk just gives me the impression she talks the same way and she seems like that kind of gravely voice suits her, and
wolverine was the animal not the X-Men, at least no more than Nepeta, she just has that wolverine\/badger attitude about her. I
didn't mean to but it was late and I actually to stop because I was laughing to much about that. But back to the route! So we're
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walking down an average road and behind one of the bushes is a big fierce troll. I guess we weren't ever much for fairy tales.
We're not who she's looking for and our advice isn't helpful. "countryyladyy453" in text that one's obvious but it's fair enough
that we're surprised since this was said out loud. Yep it's Skylla and she brought Ladyy! And we get a hug! I dunno if wnother
troll ever let's us hug them? Of to a bad start with more caste\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Poor Skylla.. I might
have played to much AC lately but this is literally just an rpg quest. And more off the same the Heiress gives 0
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s about lowbloods and drones won't help them at all :( Hmm, I don't know about Alternias rate for
this kind of thing but mercenarys are expensive. Unintentional flirting by Konyyl and now they're fighting.. Maybe we can
borrow money from someone, wait we have no phone... UHHH.. Work on spec. maybe? Man where did all this Charisma come
from? Annndddd... There goes the bush.. Oh come on, dumb flirting making the weak\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665alien
in a bathrobe a better candidate for coming along than the extremly capable Skylla and Ladyy! Wonder who gave her the
coordinates.. And we steal a car for the first time. They work on autopilot, fancy.
And we reach the bandit hideout and that's a slick as hell spaceship! And we see a troll adult, they're the tallest troll we've seen,
and we're faced with the fact that everyone here is a kid stuck with all this death and terribleness. All troll adults are exiled from
the planet but apparently some can just get down here anyway? Konyyls afraid of adults and hey this conversation won us some
thoughness points! Even though they're fake. New name drop Azdaja! A goldblood and Konyyls matesprit for
sweeps.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 we have to be the brains this is not gonna end well but she's counting on us so
let's give it our best shot! Thhere's noone in the spaceship let's search for the lusi there. Scary interior, apparently our rocket was
homey and we had some posters in there? Konyyls the biggest troll we've seen so far but the adult is bigger. Trolls can growl like
for real animal growl. -cont. Hi Roy
just game. I have given up already. The bagging is just not manageable. Nothing goes where you tell it to, products bounce out
of bags...it's not possible to get it done quickly enough. Frustrating and not intuitive at all.. Ok so im at home buying this game
thinking it would be good right? it seemed like a good game with a good concept.
Buuuuuuut. I fell it just boring i think its just me but theres something missing. Worth a good 80-85 minutes.
+ It's got a neat art style and funny dialogue
+ Got increasingly more difficult
+ Fast-paced
+ Short and it's cheap
- No checkpoints - you have to backtrack when you die!
- Easily exploitable levels make it really easy sometimes
- Enemies spawn directly above you / you respawn on top of them
Pretty good game overall, 7/10 IGN.. I was willing to give this a shot even though it was under the Nancy Drew dossier model. I
didn't really know what to expect, but I was not pleased. My first thought was it looked like a downgrade from the orignal Nancy
Drew titles. I was still willing to give it a shot since maybe I'd enjoy a thing or two. The game quickly turned into a hidden
object type game during every screen (and not the good kind). My biggest dislike was the minigames-they were not too hard, but
they quickly became tiresome. They were much too simple and did not have lasting appeal. I did enjoy the bonus rounds thoughyou essentially play a match game with points-yes, this game also has a point system. Depending on your end score you''l be
classified at a certain detective level with a promise that if you get to the highest level you'll receive a special ending. In short, if
you like the classic Nancy Drew games there's a big chance you will not like the overall look or gameplay of this game.. one of
the harder games I've played but very fun and rewarding! if you like sneaking and WWII games you should definitely give this
one a try.. One of my favorite games. At first it was difficult since I didn't know the \u2764\ufe0f was moveable when engaged
into battle, but as soon I learned how to play it I loved it. The game has nice cartoonish and more retro graphics with a very rich
,humorous but also sad and sorrowful story. No matter how many times I played the game it always got me in the feels and that's
what's so great about it. The OSTs are also marvelous. I know that it's to late to write a review like this since this game already
became no1 but I would recommend it to everyone else that didn't play it yet. Thanks for your awesome game Tobyfox.
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